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Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) unsteady flow of incompressible, electrically conducting,
and viscous fluid passing through a vertical porous plate is explored in this investigation
where the impact of thermal radiation and chemical reaction are presented. A nonlinear
two-dimensional unsteady flow model is created to decompose heat and mass transfer of
this fluid, which is shaped by taking appropriate boundary conditions. The governing
equations are solved analytically with satisfactory boundary conditions by using a twoterm perturbation technique. The analytical outcomes are illustrated graphically by using
MATHEMATICA 7.0. The fundamental equations are also solved numerically by utilizing
explicit finite difference methodology (EFDM) with the help of Compaq Visual Fortran
6.6a. The numerical arrangement is also depicted graphically to examine the outcomes.
The acquired pertinent parameters are analysed conveniently, including thermal Grashof
number, thermal radiation parameter, and chemical reaction parameter, the permeability of
the porous medium, magnetic parameter, Prandtl number, modified Grashof number, and
Schmidt number. It is observed from our experiment that the velocity and concentric
profiles decline when the reaction rate between the molecules is high. Furthermore, a
suitable validation has been done with the previously published articles, and a favorable
agreement is observed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

liquid. Consolidated Thermal and mass barter with matter
response in geometric with and without permeable media have
been contemplated by creators. Common convection coming
about because of the consolidated Thermal and mass buoyance
powers has gotten impressive consideration of designers and
researchers because of numerous applications in building and
innovative procedures. Many building forms happen at high
temperature, in the structure of gear the information of
radiative Thermal exchange assumes noteworthy job.
Malapati et al. [1] scrutinized the impacts of the unimpeded
convective temperature and mass metastasis drift past a
perforated absorptive layer with Thermal diffusion and chemic
reaction has been considered. There are numerous
circumstances where convection temperature exchange
wonders are joined by mass exchange. At the point when mass
move happens in a liquid at a rest, the mass is exchanged really
by atomic dissemination coming about because of focus angles.
Higher order synthetically responsive micropolar liquid move
through an endless vertical permeable medium with warm
dissemination, mass dispersion, MHD, warm radiation and
warmth sink has been contemplated by Arifuzzaman et al. [2].
Convection free flow passing through a plumb external with
coziness and mass metastasis is investigated Das et al. [3]. The
move over absorptive medium is a theory of top fundamental
trickery and has developed as a different concentrated research
territory since Thermal and quantity move in absorbent

These days with respect to various expanding applications
in material procedure, synthetic and mechanical building, the
investigation of liquid elements through permeable channel
has been exceptionally well known in research zone. As a
result of its conceivable solicitation to geophysical learning
and astrophysical learning, free convective stream in nearness
of Thermal source has turned into a subject of enthusiasm of
numerous scientists. This kind of streams emerge either
because of limit temperature or precarious movement of the
limit. In numerous industry and numerous other mechanical
fields, the investigation of fluctuating stream is essential.
Thusly, numerous analysts have given their consideration
towards magneto hydrodynamics rivulet of sticky,
incompressible liquid past a penetrable channel. It is viewed
as that such sort of liquids are suspension, cleanser, paints,
restorative, oil, custard, coal, oil slurries, mud covering and
physiological fluids (blood, bile and synovial liquid). The
issue of free convective Thermal and mass barter limit layer
stream with synthetic response and Thermal radiation is
critical in present time of current science, innovation and wide
extending industrialization. Heat generation, production of
sustenance, polymer expulsion in a dissolve turning process,
glass fiber and streamlined expulsion of plastic sheets are the
building utilizations of the limit layer conduct of viscoelastic
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medium is particularly common in nature and can likewise be
experienced in numerous mechanical strategies. MHD
Maxwell liquid drift through a plumb absorbent-plate in entity
of nano-particle is initiated by Arifuzzaman et al. [4]. The
impacts of temperature subordinate Thermal sources
considering the enduring state temperature exchange inside
permeable medium has been explored by Moalem [5]. The
impact of substance response on various geometry of the issue
was considered by numerous creators. Das et al. [6]
investigated impetuously happening immeasurable vertical
plate with chemical reaction and Thermal effect. The
substance response impact on Thermal and mass exchange
stream along semi-unbounded level plate has been broke down
by Anjalidevi and Kandasamy [7]. Through porous stretching
sheet, viscoelastic liquid movement in manifestation of
nanoparticle is practiced by Arifuzzaman et al. [8]. Chamkha
and Ahmed [9] considered the properties of mixed convection
stream forward in a stagnancy region of a sphere for various
wall state. The impact of variable Thermal conductivity in a
rotating frame with temperature transfer and mass diffusion
has been analysed by Bhuvanavijaya and Mallikaruna [10].
Arifuzzaman et al. [11] examined temperamental regular
convective and superior order artificially receptive MHD
liquid stream with the impact of warmth and radiation
assimilation.
Flimsy
magnetohydrodynamics
thick
incompressible liquid move through permeable channel lured
the consideration of many architects and researcher in view of
its eminently in the progression of the oil in the permeable
stone, ousting of vitality from geo-Thermal area and the
filtration of beefy from fluids and medication penetration
through human dermis. In the ground water hydrology,
seepage issues, assimilation, water system and filtration
course through permeable medium additionally happens. The
impacts of the effect of hall temperature of a viscoelastic fluid
fleeting through an erect plate have been examined by
Chaudhary and Jain [12]. The impact of viscoelastic liquid
passing through an immeasurable plate of an absorbent surface
with hall and gaffe effects is examined by Kumar and Chand
[13]. High temperature plasmas, cooling of atomic reactor,
control age frameworks, fluid metal, MHD quickening agents
are the essential mechanical geometrical utilizations of the
investigation of MHD stream with compound response and
Thermal radiation. Micropolar liquid stream in existence of
nanoparticles is studied by Arifuzzaman et al. [14]. MHD
consequences for the convective limit layer stream in
permeable medium has been researched by Nield and Bejan
[15]. The joined Thermal and mass exchange by blended
convection MHD stream along permeable with synthetic
response in nearness temperature source has been dissected by
Ahmed and Zueco [16]. Substance response and Thermal
radiation are utilized in many assembling works. The shaky
two-dimensional MHD stream and Thermal exchange of a
flexible thick fluid past an unbounded hot vertical permeable
surface has been considered by Sahoo et al. [17]. Sisko-nano
liquid flow accompanied by the impact of MHD and warm
radiation on a non-direct extended surface has been explored
by Arifuzzaman et al. [18]. Comparability answers for MHD
thermo modified Marangoni convection aloft a level surface
within sight of Thermal age, or retention impacts have been
examined by Mudhaf and Chamkha [19]. Examination of
warmth and mass exchange qualities of normally convective
hydromagnetic stream of fourth-grade radiative liquid coming
about because of vertical permeable plate has been
contemplated Arifuzzaman et al. [20]. Impacts of free

convection with Newtonian temperature considering Thermal
pervasion and mass diffusion have been inspected by Narahari
and Dutta [21]. Sharma and Singh [22] examined the influence
of magnetohydrodynamic flow along with vertical perforated
sheet with wavering exploitation and temperature compeers.
Arifuzzaman et al. [23] scrutinized the intermittent MHD
impact on a transient limit layer stream of normally convective
non-Newtonian (viscoelastic) liquid and nanofluids alongside
a semi-interminable straight up permeable plate with warm
radiation impact. The variable consistency and substance
response impacts on blended convection Thermal and mass
exchange alongside a semi horizontal plate is studied by
Mostafa [24]. Precarious MHD blended convective and
Thermally radiative Jeffrey liquid with nano molecule course
through a vertical extending surface with dispersion retention
and warmth initiator has been studied by Biswas et al. [25].
The dispersion thermo and Thermal diffusion impacts in
fleeting and relentless characteristic convection from upright
surface is analyzed by Dursunkaya et al. [26]. In assembling
enterprises for the structure of solid hardware, thermonuclear
power plants, vapor turbines and dissimilar effort tools for air
ship, rockets, space vehicles and satellite, radiative Thermal
exchange is essential. Biswas et al. [27] looked into the
influence of intervallic magnetic parameter field on 2d fleeting
optically compact steely nanofluid. Magnetohydrodynamic
convective progression of a smaller scale polar liquid through
perpetually moving horizontal permeable plate within the sight
of Thermal age of assimilation have been inspected by
Rahman and Sattar [28]. Closeness course of action of hydro
appealing warm and mass trade over a horizontal sheet with
inward age and a convective utmost point situation has been
inspected by Makinde [29]. Williamson liquid stream of
cattaneo–christov temperature flux form over a linearly
overextended-surface is studied by Khan et al. [30]. Likeness
arrangement of hydro attractive Thermal and mass exchange
over a perpendicular sheet with convective layer perimeter
condition and synthetic response have been researched by
Makinde [31]. The force and vitality conditions have been
taken from computational liquid elements book by Wendt [32]
and Unsteady solution of curve duck flow with the effects of
aspect ratio was analysed [33-36].
The study is undertaking to explore the fluid flow through
an infinite vertical penetrable plate with the effect of thermal
radiation, MHD, and chemical reaction on heat and mass
transfer. The boundary conditions and mathematical models
are settled by utilizing analytically and numerically with the
help of perturbation and EFDM. Stability and convergence
analysis has been performed for the accuracy of the numerical
parameter. The parameters, including magnetic parameter,
thermal Grashof number, thermal radiation, Prandtl number,
modified Grashof number, Schmidt number, and porous
parameter, have been estimated respectively. The productive
outcome and comparison have been shown in results section
with graphically and also with visualisation of fluid through
streamlines and isotherm-lines.
2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
In this paper, it is viewed as two dimensional temperamental
MHD free convective progressions of incompressible
schmaltzy and electrically conducting liquid affected by
intensity and fixation buoyance impacts which are gone
through a semi-unending plumb heated absorbent sheet
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 u 
u = L   , T = T +  (Tw − T )e( wt ) ,
 y 
C = C +  (Cw − C )e( wt ) at
y =0

trimmed in a penetrable medium. Between the diffusing
species and the liquid there exist a first-order homogenous
substance response 𝐾̄ 𝑟 with steady rate which is assumed in
this paper. It is also assumed that in upward direction along
with the plate 𝑥̅ be taken vertically and 𝑦̅ be regard as normal
to the plate. Toward the path opposite to the sheet a identical
magnetic field is connected. In the energy equation viscous
attenuation and the joule temperature effect are considered to
be ignorable. In case of no applied voltage, the electric field
vanishes. It is considered very small magnetic parameter
Reynolds number and transvers applied magnetics parameter
field, so that the produced magnetic region is negligible. In the
parallel amalgamation of the centralization of the diffusing
species is thought to be little in examination with the other
chemical species type, which are exist. The temperature in the
fluid flow is controlled by the energy and concentration
equation where the Soret and Dufour effects are unconsidered.
The parameters are considered in this paper such as 𝑢̅, 𝑣̅ are
the velocity components in 𝑥̅ , 𝑦̅ direction respectively and 𝑇̅,
̅ denotes boundary layer temperature, fluid
𝑇̅∞ 𝐶̅ , 𝐶∞
temperature faraway out of the sheet, boundary layer
concentration, concentration faraway out of the surface
respectively and 𝛽, 𝛽̅ indicates the expansion coefficient due
to temperature and expansion coefficient due to concentration
̅, v, α denotes time period, external pressure,
and 𝑡̅ , 𝑝̅ , k, , g, 𝐾
Thermal conductivity, fluid density, acceleration for
gravitational force, permeability of the perforated medium,
kinematic viscosity, fluid Thermal diffusivity, -electric
conductivity, Bo-magnetic induction, 𝑞̅𝑟 -radioactive heat flux,
𝐶𝑝 -specific heat when pressure is constant, D-chemical
̅𝑟- chemical reaction.
molecular diffusivity and 𝐾
Then ruling equations of fluid which are conservation of
mass i.e. continuity, momentum, energy and concentration
equations can be expressed as:
Continuity Equation:

v
=0
y

 B 20
v
−
u− u

k

as

y→

The radioactive flux vector 𝑞̅𝑟 can be written by using
Rosseland Approximation:
qr =

4 Tw 4
3a y

(6)

where, 𝜎̄ , 𝑎̄ denotes Stefan-Boltzmann constant, mean
absorption respectively. As Tw4 is sufficiently small, for this it
can be formulated as temperature dependent linear function.
So according to Taylor series expansion about stream
temperature T and disregarding higher order then it is
obtained

(1)

Tw 4 = 4T 3Tw − 3T 4

(2)

(7)

Under the Boundary conditions the solution technique of the
equations maintain the perturbation method and finite
difference tactic. For this, it is important to find equations
dimensionless. Now it will be discussed the following
dimensionless quantities.
(3)
u=

V y
tV 2
u
v
4 wv
,v = , y = 0 ,t = 0 , w = 2 ,
V0
V0
v
4v
V0

R=

(T − T )
(C − C )
ak
, =
, =
,
(Tw − T )
(Cw − C )
4 T 3 v 2

K=

vC p
KV0 2
VL
 B0 2 v
Krv
, Pr =
, h = 0 , Kr = 2 , M =
2
k
v
V0 2
v
V0

Gr =

v  g (Tw − T )
v  g (Cw − C )
v
, Gc =
, Sc =
D
V03
V03

Concentration Equation:
C
C
C
+v
= D 2 2 − Kr (C − C )
t
y
 y

C → C

(5)

Figure 1. Physical model of the fluid flow

Energy Equation:
T
T
 2T
1 qr
+v
= 2 −
t
y
 C p y
y

T → Tw ,

̅ denotes plate temperature, plate concentration
where, 𝑇̅𝑤 , 𝐶𝑤
and  is considered as a very small constant, 𝑤
̅ be the
frequency of oscillation (Figure 1).

Momentum Equation:
u
u
 2u
+v
= v 2 + g  (T − T ) + g  (C − C )
t
y
y

u → 0,

2

(4)

The ruling equations are puzzled out through boundary
conditions. The boundary conditions are:
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(8)

We consider ε is a perturbation quantity and neglecting
higher-order term of ε and differentiate the desired ordinary
differential equations are given in the below:

Using these dimensionless quantities the continuity
equation can be written as
v = −Vo [1 +  Ae − iwt ]

(9)

1 u
u  2 u
− [1 +  Aeiwt ]
=
+ Gr
4 t
y y 2
1
+Gc − [ M + ]u
K

u1 + u1 − [ M +

(17)

iw 1
+ ]u1 = −[Gr1 + Gc1 + u0 ]
4 K

(18)

 0 + Pr[

3R
] 0 = 0
3R + 4

(19)

3R
iw 3R
]1 − Pr [
]1
3R + 4
4 3R + 4
3R
= − Pr A[
] 0
3R + 4

(20)

0+ Sc0 − ScKr0 = 0

(21)

1 + Pr[

(10)

Dimensionless Energy Equation:
1 

1
4 
− [1 +  Aeiwt ]
= [1 + ] 2
4 t
y Pr
3R y

1
]u0 = −[Gr0 + Gc0 ]
K

u0 + u0 − [ M +

where, A is positive constant and Vo is non-zero positive
constant, ε is very small and negative sign denotes suction
towards the plate.
Using dimensionless quantities the reduced form of
momentum, energy and concentration equations finally take
the below form:
Dimensionless Momentum Equation:

2

(11)

1+ Sc1 − (

iw
+ Kr ) Sc1 = − ASc0
4

(22)

Dimensionless Concentration Equation:
1 

1 
− [1 +  Aeiwt ]
=
− Kr
4 t
y Sc y 2

The corresponding non-dimensional boundary conditions
are formed as:

2

(12)

 u 
 u 
u0 = h  0  , u1 = h  1  , 0 = 1, 1 = 1,

y


 y 
0 = 1, 1 = 1, at y = 0

where, the physical parameters are, Gr and Gc be the thermal
and modified Grashof number respectively, M be the magnetic
parameter, Permeablity parameter K, thermal radiation R, Pr
be the Prandtl number, Sc be the Schmidt number and Kr is
chemical reaction parameter.
The related boundary conditions for the reduced form of the
equations become,

u=h

u
,
dy

u → 0,

 →0

y=0

at

(13)

 0 → 1, 1 → 1,

0 → 1,

1 → 1

as y → 

u ( y, t ) = A8 e − B4 y + A6 e − B1 y + A7 e − B2 y

 → 0,
as

u1 → 0,

Now the analytical solution satisfying boundary conditions
of the above ordinary differential equations are given below.
After using the value of uo, u1, θo, θ1, ϕo, ϕ1 we get u, θ and
ϕ as follows,

 = 1 +  Aeiwt ,

 = 1 +  Aeiwt

u0 → 0,

(23)

+ [ A14 e− B5 y + A9 e − B1 y + A10 e − A1 y

y→

+ A11e

− B3 y

+ A12 e

− B2 y

So as to diminish the above arrangement of halfway
differential conditions to an arrangement of standard
differential conditions into a non-dimensional structure, it very
well may be spoken to the velocity, temperature and
concentration as,

(24)

]e

iwt

 ( y, t ) = e− A y +  [ A2 e− A y + A3e − B y ]eiwt

(25)

 ( y, t ) = e− B y +  [ A5e− B y + A4e− B y ]eiwt

(26)

1

3. ANALYTICAL SOLUTION

+ A13e

− B4 y

2

1

3

1

2

which are the boundary layer velocity, temperature and
concentration.
Skin-friction: The skin-friction Cf is obtained by knowing
the velocity field which is a non-dimensional form is given by

u ( y, t ) = u0 ( y ) +  eiwt u1 ( y ) + O( 2 ) + .....

(14)

 ( y, t ) =  0 ( y ) +  eiwt1 ( y ) + O( 2 ) + ....

(15)

 u 
C f = −   = ( B4 A8 + B1 A6 + B2 A7 )
 y  y = 0

 ( y, t ) = 0 ( y ) +  eiwt1 ( y ) + O( 2 ) + .....

(16)

+ ( B5 A14 + B1 A9 + B1 A10 + B3 A11
+ B2 A12 + B4 A13 )eiwt
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(27)

 ui , j +1 − ui , j   ui , j +1 − 2ui , j + ui , j −1 

+ vi , j 
=

t
y
( y )2

 

1

+Gri , j + Gci , j −  M +  ui , j
k

ui, j − ui , j

Nusselt Number: The rate of change of heat transfer can be
obtained by knowing the temperature field which is given in
non-dimensional form as

  
iwt
Nu = 
 = [ A1 +  ( B1 A3 + A1 A2 )e ]
y


 y =0

(28)
i, j − i, j
t

 i, j +1 − i, j  1  4   i , j +1 − 2i , j + i , j −1 

+ vi, j 
 = 1 + R  

( y )2
 y  Pr  3  


(35)

(36)

4. NUMERICAL SOLUTION

i, j − i , j

A rectangular shape of flow field is considered to explain
the grid lines which are parallel to both X and Y axes (Figure
2).
For the numerical solution an explicit scheme has been
chosen. By using Eq. (8) the dimensionless form of the
fundamental equations are achieved as,
v
=0
y

(29)

u
u  2u
u
+v
=
+ Gr + Gc − Mu −
t
y y 2
K

(30)



1
4  2
+v
=
(1 + R) 2
t
y Pr
3 y

(31)


 1  2
+v
=
− Kr ( )
t
y Sc y 2

t
− Kr ( )

 i , j +1 − i , j   1   i, j +1 − 2i, j + i, j −1 

+ vi , j 
 =  

y
( y )2

  Sc  


Here boundary conditions for the obtained equations
become
 ui , j +1 − ui , j  0
iwt
u 0i , j = h 
 , i , j = (1 +  e ) ,
y


 0i , j = 1 +  eiwt
at y → 0
u n i , j = 0,

 ni , j = 0,

 ni , j = 0

as y → 

(32)

t
 1  2 t
+ −v
− tkr  1.
 
2

Sc
y
  ( y )

(39)

With initial boundary conditions, u=0, v=0, θ=0, ϕ=0 at τ=0
and for ∆t=0.0005 and ∆Y=0.20 then the problem will be
converged at Pr≥0.117 and Sc≥0.025.

Figure 2. Gridiron typography of finite difference
with the boundary conditions,

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

 u 
 u 
u0 = h  0  , u1 = h  1  , 0 = 1, 1 = 1,

y


 y 
0 = 1, 1 = 1, at y = 0
u0 → 0,

u1 → 0,

 0 → 1, 1 → 1,

0 → 1,

1 → 1

as y → 

The composite framework of differential equations with
boundary conditions is shown graphically by utilizing
Compaq Visual Fortran and tecplot 9. The values of the
parameters are considered for our investigation are, Gr=5.0,
Gc= 5.0, R=1.0, wt=π/2, Sc=0.60, K=1.0, Pr=0.71, Kr=0.6,
M=1.0, A=0.5, h=0.1, Ɛ=0.001. However, Table 1 represents
the validation of the current work. It has been noticed that the
impression of Prandtl number, chemical reaction, Schmidt
number, thermal and mass Grashof number have an identical
impact on the respective fluid flow. However, for the case of
the radiation parameter, different results have been observed
in the temperature profiles. Figure 3 portrays the impacts of
thermal Grashof number on velocity profile. Because of

(33)

Now the Eqns. (29)-(33) are transformed into the following
finite difference form.

y

(38)

Here i, j denote the mesh point M=100 and N=200 with X,
Y coordinates respectively, but the superscripts n represents a
value of time, t=n∆t where n=[0, ∞].
Figures 16-19 that have been obtained for equations of finite
difference method are drawn for different values of t. It is
obtained that for different values of t, which are taken from
0.05 to 1.00 and the value of ∆t=0.00005.
The stability condition for this work has been established as
[2, 15],
4  4  t
t
+ −v
 1 and
1 + R 
y
Pr  3  ( y )2

vi , j − vi , j −1

(37)

=0

(34)
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improvement in buoyance force, it is discovered that an
addition in the thermal Grashof number and raise the velocity
field. The comparing positive estimations of the thermal
Grashof number demonstrate the cooling of the surface. It is
shown that the mathematical values in the numerical solutions
are picked up as, 1.84562, 2.45874, 3.15643, 3.73257 for
Gr=5.0, 10.0, 15.0, 20.0 individually at y=0.84535. Figure 3
demonstrates that the velocity increments 75.06%, 77.88%,
84.56% due to Gr=5 to Gr=10, Gr=10 to Gr=15, and Gr=15 to
Gr=20, respectively thermal Grashof number is the proportion
of the species lightness power to the full hydrodynamic power.
The velocity lays in the boundary layer for the effect of
modified Grashof number and illustrates in Figure 4. It is seen
that the numerical values in the numerical solutions are found
as 2.53247, 3.72613, 5.15284, 6.35522 for Gc = 5.0, 10.0, 15.0,
20.0 separately at y = 0.83136.

The highest velocity values for different values of Gc is
marked with a red circle. Figure 4 demonstrates that the
velocity increments 68.06%, 72.32%, 81.07% because of Gc
=5 to Gc=10, Gc=10 to Gc=15 and Gc=15 to Gc=20. Impact
of magnetic parameter (M) on the velocity of fluid flow has
been shown in Figure 5. In this figure, there are four various
velocity profiles are drawn for the four distinct estimations of
magnetic parameter (M). It is shown that the velocity profiles
decreases for the effect of magnetic parameter for the reason
of Lorentz force. In Figure 6 illustrates the velocity profiles
with the effect of permeable medium parameter (K). In the
figure, distinctive estimations of K are taken for the diverse
lines of the chart. It is seen that there exist four lines for the
four distinct estimations of K and increases for the raise of K.
Here the numerical values in the numerical solutions are
picked up from the figure as 1.84518, 2.13452, 2.42367,
2.67352 for K=1.00, 2.00, 3.00, 4.00 individually at
y=0.73179. Figure 6 demonstrates that the velocity increments
86.45%, 88.07%, 90.64% due to K=1.00 to K=2.00, K=2.00
to K=3.00, and K=3.00 to K=4.00.

Table 1. Graphical comparison of presents outcomes with
previous outcomes [11]
Parameter
Pr
R
Kr
Sc
Gr
Gc

Previous results given
Arifuzzaman et al. [11]
U
θ
ϕ
Dec
Inc
Dec
Dec
Inc
Inc

Presents results
θ
Dec
Dec

ϕ

U

Dec
Dec
Inc
Inc

Inc- Increase; Dec- Decrease

Figure 5. Effects of M on velocity distribution

Figure 3. Effects of Gr on velocity distribution

Figure 6. Effects of K on velocity distribution
Figure 7 illustrates the velocity profile alongside the
impacts of radiation parameter (R). For each estimation of R,
the velocity profiles increase. It is seen that the numerical
values in the numerical solution appear 2.51538, 3.03753,
3.22381, 3.47352 for R=1.00, 2.00, 3.00, 4.00 separately at
y=0.63179. Figure 7 demonstrates that the velocity increments
82.81%, 94.22%, 92.71% due to R=1.00 to R=2.00, R=2.00 to

Figure 4. Effects of Gc on velocity distribution
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R=3.00 and R=3.00 to R=4.00. Impacts of Prandtl number on
velocity profiles appear in Figure 8.

Figure 7. Effects of R on velocity distribution

Schmidt number and velocity profiles. With different values of
Schmidt number are taken for y and have different lines that
represent velocity profiles. In this figure, we see that the lines
go downstairs for higher values of Sc. It is cleared that the
numerical values in the numerical solutions are picked up as
3.24228, 3.03313, 2.42271, 2.27452 for Sc= 0.22, 0.30, 0.60,
0.78 separately at y=0.83279. Figure 9 demonstrates that the
velocity diminishes 93.51%, 79.86%, 93.80% for Sc=0.22 to
Sc=0.30, Sc=0.30 to Sc=0.60 and Sc=0.60 to Sc=0.78.
Impacts of a chemical reaction (Kr) on the velocity of the
flow field appear in Figure 10. The lines have given the
connection between velocity profiles and the chemical
reaction parameter. With the increment of Kr, velocity profiles
diminish. It very well may be said from Figure 10 that the
numerical values in the numerical solutions are picked up as
2.19373, 2.09781, 1.97753, 1.89923 due to Kr=0.60, 1.00,
1.60, 2.00 individually at y=0.79872. Figure 10 demonstrates
that the velocity diminishes 95.43%, 94.25%, 95.93% for
Kr=0.60 to Kr=1.00, Kr=1.00 to Kr=1.60 and Kr=1.60 to
Kr=2.00.

Figure 8. Effects of Pr on velocity distribution

Figure 10. Effects of Kr on velocity distribution

Figure 9. Effects of Schmidt number Sc on velocity
Figure 11. Effects of h on velocity distribution
For various estimations of Prandtl number, it is seen that
there exist diverse lines which show the connection of velocity
profile and Pr. From the figure, it very well may be said that
the estimation of velocity profiles are likewise contrarily
relative alongside the estimation of Pr. Additionally, the
numerical values in the numerical solutions are found as
2.54248, 2.23423, 1.42381, 1.37452 for Pr=0.71, 1.0, 3.0, 7.0
individually at y=0.73379. In Figure 9 the relation between

Figure 11 shows the connection between velocity profiles
and the refraction parameter (h). With the increment of h, the
velocity profiles increase. Here the numerical values in the
numerical solutions are appeared 2.07458, 2.28493, 2.43361,
2.57422 for h=0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 individually at y=0.60019.
Figure 10 demonstrates that, velocity increments 90.78%,
93.82%, 94.55% due to h=0.1 to h=0.2, h=0.2 to h=0.3 and
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h=0.3 to h=0.4. Figure 12 is for the impacts of a suction
parameter (A) on velocity profiles. Here the curves decrease,
which means for the highest value of A, the value of velocity
will be the minimum, and for a minimum value of A velocity
will be maximum. Observing Figure 12, the numerical values
in the numerical solution is obtained as 2.24258, 2.19923,
2.18881, 1.16742 for A=5, 10, 50, 100, respectively, at
y=0.63379. Figure 12 shows that the velocity decreases
36.48%, 49.85%, 10.36% due to A=5 to A=10, A=10 to A=50
and A=50 to A=100.

numerical values are picked up as 0.24248, 0.22423, 0.19381,
0.11452 for R=1.00, 2.00, 3.00, 4.00 separately at y=1.21345,
1.73379, 1.98451, 2.00932. Figure 14 demonstrates that the
velocity diminishes 91.66%, 86.36%, 57.89% for R=0.71 to
R=1.00, R=1.00 to R=3.00 and R=3.00 to R=4.00. The
temperature profile chart changes their belongings as well as
raises the thickness of the thermal in the boundary layer.

Figure 14. Effects of R on temperature distribution

Figure 12. Effects of A on velocity distribution

Figure 15. Effects of M on temperature distribution

Figure 13. Effects of Pr on temperature distribution
In Figure 13, the curves represent the temperature profiles
with the change of Prandtl number (Pr). Temperature profiles
decrease with the increases of Pr. The numerical values are
showed as 0.254248, 0.18423, 0.10381, 0.07452 for Pr=0.71,
1.00, 3.00, 7.00 respectively at y=0.12437, 0.27546, 1.00342,
1.32146. Figure 13 also shows that the velocity decreases
72.01%, 55.55%, 70.36% due to Pr=0.71 to Pr=1.00, Pr=1.00
to Pr=3.00 and Pr=3.00 to Pr=7.00. For a small variation in
Prandtl number, the thermal conductivity and temperature can
be distributed from the temperature plate more rapidly than the
Prandtl number.
Figure 14 shows temperature profiles with the increment of
radiation parameter. This speaks to that the connection
between radiation number and temperature profiles are
contrarily relative. So that, the temperature profiles esteem
will be expanded as radiation number rise. The computing

Figure 16. Effects of Kr on concentration distribution
Figure 15 is depicted for different values of the magnetic
parameter on temperature distribution. It is evident from
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Figure 15 that the temperature decreases with the increase of
the magnetic parameter because the magnetic field produces
Lorentz force, which is the cause of temperature decrement.
Figure 16 represents the concentration profiles alongside the
chemical reaction parameter (Kr). Four bends that appeared in
Figure 16 shows four diverse concentration profiles for four
distinct estimations of the synthetic response parameter. The
bend got for high estimation of Kr is lower than the bend got
for low concoction response esteem. When the concoction
response esteem went high, focus profiles will be lower, and
for low estimation of Kr, at that point, concentration esteem
will be high.

thickening effect on the thermal boundary layer, which gives
a decrease in the concentration.

Figure 19. Effects of M on skin friction profile

Figure 17. Effects of Sc on concentration distribution

Figure 20. Effects of Pr on Nu

Figure 18. Effects of M on concentration distribution
It is seen that the numerical values in the numerical
solutions are picked up as 0.19248, 0.17123, 0.12381, 0.09952
for Kr=0.60, 1.0, 1.60, 2.0 separately at y=1.73379, 1.89905,
2.00165, 2.20134. Figure 16 demonstrates that the velocity
diminishes 89.28%, 70.58%, 75.06% for Kr=0.60 to Kr=1.0,
Kr=1.0 to Kr=1.60 and Kr=1.60 to Kr=2.0.
Figure 17 shows the concentration profile for different
values of the Schmidt number. For an increasing value of the
Schmidt number, the concentration graph decreases. The
impact of the magnetic parameter (M) on concentration
distribution is depicted in Figure 18. It is noticed that from
Figure 18, the concentration decreases for the increment of the
magnetic parameter because the magnetic field has a

Figure 21. Streamlines when Pr=1.8(Red dashed line) and
Pr=1.2(Green line)
The skin friction and Nusselt number profiles are depicted
in Figure 19 and 20, respectively. Skin friction profile is
shown for different values of magnetic parameter (M). It is
examined from a figure that skin friction is low for large values
of the magnetic parameter. Nusselt number profile is depicted
for various values of Prandtl number, and the Nusselt number
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6. CONCLUSIONS

profile decreases for higher values of Prandtl number. Figure
21 shows the streamlines (line view) for different values of Pr,
and Figure 22 shows the streamlines (flood view) for different
values of Pr. And the Streamlines shows the decreasing of
fluid flow velocity with the increment of Pr. Figure 23 and 24
shows the isotherm lines for different values of radiation
parameter R. For the increment of R, the isotherm lines
increases.

Briefly, the outcomes of the present investigation can be
described below:
• The developing values of Grashof number, refraction
parameter, modified Grashof number, and
permeability parameter help to upsurge the velocity
field while the pertinent parameters like Prandtl
number, radiation parameter, chemical reaction
parameter, Schmidt number, and suction parameter
have decreasing tendency on the same profile.
• The fluid temperature diminishes with an increment
in the Prandtl number, radiation parameter, and
magnetic parameter
• The concentration profiles represent declining
behavior for the expansion of chemical reaction
parameter Schmidt number and magnetic parameter.
• However, the Nusselt number and skin friction
profiles have illustrated decreasing behavior for the
upsurging values of the Prandtl number and magnetic
parameter.
• Moreover, both the Prandtl number and radiation
parameters have shown the plunging attitude in both
streamlines and isothermal lines.

Figure 22. Streamlines flood view when Pr=1.8 and Pr=1.2
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C

Cf

concentration of the plate, (-)

C
Cp
D
g
Gr
Gc
h

concentration far away from the plate, (-)

K

K
Kr
M
Pr
R
Sc
T

Tw
T
u,v
𝑢̄ , 𝑣̄
𝑤̄
w
𝑥̄ , 𝑦̄
x,y

specific temperature at constant pressure, (Jkg-1K-1)
chemical molecular diffusivity, (-)
acceleration due to gravity, (ms-2)
thermal Grashof number, (-)
modified Grashof number, (-)
refraction parameter, (-)
permeability parameter, (-)
dimensionless permeability parameter, (-)
chemical reaction number, (-)
magnetic parameter, (-)
Prandtl number, (-)
radiation parameter, (-)
Schmidt number, (-)
temperature in the boundary layer, (k)
temperature of the plate, (k)
temperature far away from the plate, (k)
dimensionless velocity
dimensional velocity
frequency of oscillation, (-)
dimensionless frequency of oscillation (-)
coordinate axes along the plate
dimensionless coordinate

Greek symbols
α
β
𝛽̄
σ
k
ρ
v
θ
ϕ
ε

NOMENCLATURE
A
B0

Cw

suction parameter, (-)
magnetic component, (Wbm-2)
species concentration in the boundary layer, (-)
skin friction, (-)

the fluid thermal diffusivity
volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion
volumetric concentration expansion coefficient
electric conductivity of the fluid
thermal conductivity, (Wm-1K-1)
density of the fluid, (kgm-3)
kinematic viscosity, (m2s-1)
dimensionless temperature, (-)
dimensionless concentration, (-)
variation parameter, (-)

Abbreviation
MHD magnetohydrodynamic
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